Amir condemns London knife attack

Your Highness the Prime Minister, this is what Kuwaitis want

By Ahmed Al-Jurashi

Your Highness the Prime Minister, this is what Kuwaitis want. They have seen how entire parliamentarians or outside the legislative authority. An authority should not lack scientific facts; and it is unfortunate that they lack the necessary, temporary measures to address the lopsided population in these countries with the feeling of stability and security and not to force them through their fear.

Add to this the method of committee work. This makes it easy of their reaction since it lacks many issues. People have been from the mass support with their objections, whereas the highness is to encourage them to work and read more for their benefits. Many have seen that many Kuwaitis youth are not interested in politics, and it is unfortunate that they lack the highness' authority.

Throughout the years, many councils have been formed to address the liquidated population, whereas many committees have been formed for many reasons. Kuwaitis have worked and studied many issues. They should not lack scientific facts, and it is unfortunate that they lack the necessary, temporary measures to address the lopsided population.

The wolf by Adel Al-Mabrouk came many months ago, and that was elected freely and honestly by all Kuwaitis. Several draft laws are kept in the basic aspects of the government. A tender and depositor rights, the necessary, temporary measures that the government has to pass to serve the citizens.

The official and the activists said they believed Iran-backed militias to be behind the killings, and the killings have been released from prison after he was been released. Two killed in Kuwait, according to the Prime Minister's declaration following the incident, which claimed two lives. The source of Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Minister's declaration, the Prime Ministe
**Kuwait humanitarian activities continue throughout the globe**

Openning of the exhibition about the centennial visit of late Sheikh Ahmad Jaber Al-Sabah to Britain.

Kuwaiti students ‘participate’ in HIV control competition in China

39 students left in final stage of places Sheikh Ahmad visited in Britain.

39 students left in the final stage. A total of 74 students from the Kuwaiti University took part in the competition, the official announcement said.
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The exhibition includes photos of late Sheikh Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s visit to the UK.

The exhibition documents late Sheikh Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s visit to the UK.

The exhibition documents late Sheikh Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s visit to the UK.
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MoE to interview nominees for supervisory posts

Ministry’s decisions validated by judiciary

KUWAIT CITY, Nov 30: Ministry of Education’s all-set-to-interview employees nominated for supervisory positions started from Dec 2, reports Al-Arabi daily. In this context, Assistant Under-secretary for General Education in the Ministry of Education Omur Al-Sabt announced those employees have been nominated for principal, assistant principal and other supervisory posts in all educational levels. Meanwhile, Assistant Under-secretary for Legal Affairs Ministry Dr Bader Al-Mansour revealed that a number of court verdicts were issued recently in the cases of accountability taken by the ministry concerning the supervisory positions are correct. He explained that the court dismissed the lawsuit filed by the complainant to cancel the decisions of declaring substitutes in all educational levels. He also dismissed the lawsuit filed by the complainant to appeal the delegation of the six directors and to re-affirm that the procedures executed by the ministry concerning those two lawsuits filed by the complainant were declared as non-admissible and that the complaints were taken by the ministry were illegal. He also dismissed the lawsuit filed against ministry supervisors in different positions in all educational levels. He also dismissed the lawsuit filed by the complainant to invalidate the decisions of approving the 30th list of candidates for the exam of the ministry according to the law of the Ministry of Education’s Supervisory Positions in Department of Educational Installations and Department of Planning Ministry. Dr Al-Mansour called upon all components of the ministry to commit to the decisions issued by the Office of Service Commission (ISC), and the relevant ministerial decision in the ministry to fill the vacancies of supervisory positions in new educational levels. He pointed out in the meantime, under the guidance and attendance of the Dean of the Faculty of Education at Ku- wait University Professor Bader Al-Omar, Office of the Dean for Students Affairs at Faculty of Education established an inventory list for the outstanding students for academic year 2018-2019 at the faculty auditorium in Sabah Al-Ahmad University City. In this regard, the Dean Professor Bader Al-Omar welcomed the students before the event.

Kuwait’s delegation at the 31st session of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)

While inaugurating the annual event, the minister hailed a tour of the village’s facilities and was seated on his various meetings in the 31st session of the International Maritime Organization (IMO). Al-Omar was welcomed to the opening ceremony of the annual event and the minister congratulated the employees of the Ministry of Transport and Water Resources on their success and efforts to maintain high standards in the transport sector. He added that the Kuwaiti delegation had made great strides in its participation in the International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) work, highlighting the success of the Kuwaiti delegation’s participation in the IMO. The Kuwaiti delegation is represented by the Kuwaiti delegation to the IMO, which is responsible for representing the interests of the country in the work of the International Maritime Organization.

Kuwait wins category (C) membership in IMO

LONDON, Nov 30, (KUNA): Undersecretary for Communications Khalid Al-Shahib said Friday that Kuwait Port is one of the megaprojects in the country’s national development plan that will have a great impact on international trade activities.

“Six, 24 hours will serve as a major route for water transportation and shipping services,” she said in a statement issued to Kuwait’s 31st General Assembly of the International Maritime Organization (IMO).

The port is designed to link Kuwait's ports to the main players in the Middle East, including shipping routes to Europe and to other countries around the world. It is intended to become a major hub for the transport of goods and services, offering competitive rates and efficient services.

The port is expected to play a vital role in the country’s economic development, providing a boost to the local economy and creating job opportunities for thousands of people. It will also help to strengthen Kuwait's position as a regional trade hub and facilitate the import and export of goods and services.

The Kuwait Port is also expected to attract investment from other countries, which will further boost the local economy and create opportunities for businesses and entrepreneurs. The port will also help to diversify the country's economy and reduce its dependence on oil.
Late George Bush ... A leader enshrined in Kuwait's minds

"We'll never forget him as supporter of justice"

Report by Sherouq Sadeqi
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Many tents found in ‘violation of rules’ at spring camps uprooted: Municipality

A vehicle abandoned on a pavement is confiscated.

The Municipality continues its enforcement campaign on spring camps uprooting tents found in ‘violation of rules’. The Public Relations Department of the Municipality, in coordination with the Public Utility and Road Works Department, has ordered the uprooting of tents that were found to be in violation of the regulations of the spring camps. The Municipality has called on the owners of the tents to report to the municipality within the specified time limit.

On the other hand, the hygiene control department of the Civil Aviation Authority has confiscated four cars which had been abandoned on a road without the permission of the owner.

KUWAIT CITY, Nov 30: The Public Relations Department of the Municipality announced that enforcement campaigns will continue on the spring camps to ensure that the owners of the tents adhere to the administrative circular No. 33/2019 on the organization of the seasonal spring, report Al-Anba daily.

The campaign was organized with the cooperation of the General Cleanliness Committee of the Municipality of the Al-Shabab and the Spring Camps Committee within the Ministry of Interior.

The campaign was carried out by the supervisory bodies to ensure the removal of the tents that comply with the terms and conditions of the Municipality.

The campaign resulted in the removal of 11 abandoned spring camps after the owners were warned and given the opportunity to remove their tents.

For its part, the Public Utility and Road Works Department has continued its enforcement campaign on the citizens and residents to call the attention of the passengers and travelers to the danger of pending on board the aircraft. The behavior of the passenger on board the aircraft can endanger the safety of the passengers and crew.

The0Public Utility and Road Works Department has ordered the uprooting of tents that were found in violation of the regulations of the spring camps.

The camp sites were closed after the completion of the season and the workers were ordered to leave their tents.

The staff of the Department of Public Utility and Road Works has been instructed to continue the enforcement campaign to ensure the removal of tents that comply with the terms and conditions of the Municipality.
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Politics

‘Quiet confidence’

Biden to Iowa seeks support

DEMS MUSTER, Iowa, Nov 30 (AP) - The Biden campaign placed a fullpage ad in Iowa newspapers that was an effort to dampen talk of an organized effort to undermine his presidential ambitions.

Biden’s aides acknowledged that he’s been the subject of much criticism, but they also noted that he has a strong base of support in states like Iowa and is well-regarded by many voters who support Joe Biden.

In Iowa, the former vice president and current Democratic presidential candidate is seeking to turn around his campaign, which has struggled in recent months. Biden’s campaign has faced challenges in appealing to the diverse range of support both demographic and geographically, especially in rural and small-town Iowa and in densely populated areas.

Biden has a strong ground game in Iowa, with a team of staff members who are working to get out the vote and register new voters. The campaign is also leveraging its extensive network of volunteers and supporters to reach potential voters.

Media

The media seems to have picked up on the momentum the Biden campaign is gaining. The campaign has been making significant gains in Iowa, with recent polling showing that Biden is leading in the state.

Voters who supported a nonviable candidate in the 2020 voting, such as Pete Buttigieg, are now considering supporting Biden. Buttigieg has endorsed Biden, which has put a spotlight on the former mayor’s campaign.

World News Roundup

Asia

UKLeaves:

Secondary school students were called in to protect at Hong Kong on Saturday, the first day of several school closures planned for the day. The students had gathered outside of schools to prevent them from opening.

Police said that students were not involved in any criminal activity and were protesting peacefully. The police have been monitoring the situation and have not made any arrests.

In the wake of the protests, police said that the situation is under control and that they will continue to monitor the area.

Two weeks of Intelligence Community, and that an independent committee to review the situation. The government was looking into setting up a committee to review the crisis, which would include experts from various fields.

Although the protests were sparked by a variety of issues, including police brutality and lack of justice, they have also resulted in a national dialogue about the need for change.

Biden’s aides acknowledge that he’s been the subject of much criticism, but they also noted that he has a strong base of support in states like Iowa and is well-regarded by many voters who support Joe Biden.

In Iowa, the former vice president and current Democratic presidential candidate is seeking to turn around his campaign, which has struggled in recent months. Biden’s campaign has faced challenges in appealing to the diverse range of support both demographic and geographically, especially in rural and small-town Iowa and in densely populated areas.

Biden has a strong ground game in Iowa, with a team of staff members who are working to get out the vote and register new voters. The campaign is also leveraging its extensive network of volunteers and supporters to reach potential voters.

Media

The media seems to have picked up on the momentum the Biden campaign is gaining. The campaign has been making significant gains in Iowa, with recent polling showing that Biden is leading in the state.

Voters who supported a nonviable candidate in the 2020 voting, such as Pete Buttigieg, are now considering supporting Biden. Buttigieg has endorsed Biden, which has put a spotlight on the former mayor’s campaign.

Britain and Hong Kong tensions:

The British government has been monitoring the situation in Hong Kong and has urged all parties to work towards a peaceful resolution. The British ambassador to China, Potts, has spoken out against the protests and has called for a return to normalcy.

In Hong Kong, protesters have been calling for greater democracy and freedom. The government has been facing pressure to respond to the protests and has been urged to make changes to the electoral system.

The protests have also resulted in a national dialogue about the need for change, with many people calling for a more transparent and accountable government.

Dems ask Trump if he wants lawyers

WASHINGTON, Dec 1 (AP) - House impeachment inquiry leaders on Friday asked President Donald Trump to say whether he wants lawyers during a hearing about the possibility of impeachment.

Trump has said that he wants a lawyer, but the House is still considering whether to move forward with the impeachment inquiry.

The hearing is expected to include testimony from key witnesses, including former White House officials and officials from Trump’s campaign.

The hearing is expected to take place later this week.
MEGA SALE
SAVE UP TO 75%

**SAMSUNG**

Galaxy A30S

- **Original Price** $74.25
- **Sale Price** $59.99
- **Promotion Price** $49.99

**SAMSUNG Note 10+**

- **Original Price** $313.25
- **Sale Price** $259.99
- **Promotion Price** $254.99

**Apple iPhone 11**

- **Original Price** $393.25
- **Sale Price** $229.99
- **Promotion Price** $254.99

**Apple iPhone 11 Pro Max**

- **Original Price** $489.25
- **Sale Price** $419.99
- **Promotion Price** $459.99

**Lenovo Tab X505**

- **Sale Price** $22.24

**HP Laptop**

- **Sale Price** $249.25

**PS4 500GB+ 12 Games+ CONTROLLER+VR CARD**

- **Original Price** $489.25
- **Sale Price** $299.99
- **Promotion Price** $299.99

**SHARP**

2T-C24AE1X

- **Sale Price** $59.99

**SHARP**

- **Sale Price** $49.99

**PANASONIC**

SMART TV

- **Original Price** $278.25
- **Sale Price** $129.99

**SHARP**

- **Sale Price** $49.99

**PANASONIC**

FOOD PROCESSOR

- **Sale Price** $22.24

**SHARP**

MICROWAVE OVEN

- **Sale Price** $14.24

**NETFLIX**

- **Promotion** $19.99

**SHARP**

SMART TV

- **Promotion** $42.99

**VESTEL**

- **Promotion** $69.99

**VESTEL**

- **Promotion** $42.99

Kuwait City (Kuwait Tower) - Kuwait City (Saba Sharji)
Hawalli (Tunis etc.) - Hawalli (2nd Khutam etc.) - Al Sabahia (Safwan Al-Makhdum etc.)
Al Sabahia (Boulevard Mall) - Al Fanar (Behind Police Station)
Al Sabahia (Al-Orphan Ridge) - Al Hothari (Opp. Police Parking)
Al Far (4th Ring Road) - Al Jaffa (Opp. Main Co-op) - Al Jaffa (Depot)
Al Esqali (60 Mall) - 1 Avenue (Food Court)
Ford Trucks F-MAX, which takes its name from Ford’s legendary F Series, is the winner of the 2019 International Truck of the Year title, a competition adjudicated by judges from 23 European countries. The Ford Trucks F-MAX offers comfort and luxury with its 2.5-m-wide spacious cab, along with its modern design and driver-focused approach. The design of the cockpit-styled dashboard ensures all functions are within easy reach with a lot of attention paid to minor details to enhance the driving experience. The Ford Trucks F-MAX has a flat floor providing 2160mm of floor-to-ceiling height and offers a range of storage that is neat and easily accessible. Airplane-style overhead storage spaces over head storage as well as exterior storage areas on both sides of the vehicle are easy to use and to clean. The Ford Trucks F-MAX also offers a 90-degree foldable upper bed, a reclining head frame on lower bed, comfortable and large bed mattresses, a remote control unit in the bed area, providing an ideal area for drivers to relax when taking a break.

A drifting stunt in Kuwait Motor Town to demonstrate the heavy truck’s capabilities and modern design

An all-new truck offering comfort, power, efficiency and cutting-edge technology

Ford Trucks Afghanistan launched its All-New Ford Trucks F-MAX with a special event in Kuwait Motor Town (KMT) on 18 November 2019. Audiences watched as a specialized professional stunt driver was flown in from Europe to showcase the truck’s true power, capabilities, and safety. The driver drifted the 8-ton vehicle with as much ease and comfort as if it were a sports car, putting the Truck’s abilities to the test.

Control systems and steering wheel adjustment features all enhance cabin comfort. A mini fridge and coffee maker included in some models offer drivers additional comfort. The vehicle even has a braking feel that is similar like a car. It has best-in-class noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) and interior quietness thanks to its best-in-class bose sound system, lower engine noise and sound absorbing trim design.

The 8” TFT color wide cluster screen provides the driver with complete information about the tire pressure, temperature status, and other Truck functions, giving them complete control over their journey. The leather steering wheel includes control switches, allowing the driver to navigate between cluster screens. The truck also includes built-in navigation, Bluetooth functions, Apple CarPlay, with a 7.2” LCD multimedia soft touch screen.

The vehicle enjoys a number of lighting features starting with its spectacular headlight, designed to illuminate the road with increased brightness to ensure nothing escapes the driver’s line of vision. Attractively designed maneuver-assist lighting, LED daytime running lights also enhance the vehicle’s lighting features.

Under the hood, the new Ford Trucks F-MAX offers a high performance engine with 500PS, 2700Nm torque and 400 kW braking power. Superior aerodynamics, powetrain calibration and technical features also ensure outstanding performance in terms of fuel consumption. Technical features include E:Auxiliary Power Unit (E-APU) technology, eco-roll function, predictive cruise control (Max Cruise). A 12-speed/Practical transmission and different drive modes such as Eco-Mode and Power-Mode help optimize fuel consumption. The All-New Ford Trucks F-MAX is also empowered by a variable-geometry turbocharger, a water pump and compressor with multiple working speeds, 400 kW engine brake power which achieves 4000 kW total braking power with the optional package.

Customers are more than welcomed to view the Ford Trucks line up at the Ford Trucks Afghanistan, Service and Spare Parts Center located in East Al-Attadh, 40th street. Working hours are from 8AM to 1PM (Saturday to Thursday). For more information, please call the customer care center at 1998000, visit www.fordafghanistan.com or check the social media (@)FordAfghanistan.
fears that the lack of robust and transparent rules could encourage countries and companies to cut their emissions – and gradually reducing the available permits will put a price on carbon dioxide – the main greenhouse gas. 

"We have to do more in less time," said DiCaprio. "We need to ensure that the transition to renewable energy is happening in a way that is just and fair for all people.

Scientists warned that the move to fossil fuels could be disastrous for the environment. "We need to act now to prevent irreversible damage to the planet," they said.

DiCaprio added: "We cannot afford to wait any longer. We must take immediate action to safeguard our planet for future generations."
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LOS ANGELES: “Fighting 7,” a crime-fantasy plot that takes place in a world of North American boilies, with more than $150.000.000.000.

Disney’s national sensation earned $1.54 million at the box office on Thursday, just short of its $1.65 million debut on Wednesday with “The Addams Family.”

Los Angeles’ mystery comedy “Knives Out” isBOISING with popularity, drawing crowds of just as much with 21.955 for the film’s second weekend, up from 14.500 the first weekend.

After its healthy tour of the festival circuit – where “The Conversation” was nominated for best animated feature, “The One and Only Ivan” earned $25 million – the film opened strongly at $14.7 million at 4,440 locations.
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Son begs parents to bless his engagement with guf

By Abygail Van Buren

Dear Abby, My 40-year-old son has set his heart on his 18-year-old fiancée. She is beautiful, sweet and loving. But I have an objection. It’s a big gap in age. I feel she is a little too young. I want to talk with him, but he won’t listen. What should I do? Please don’t tell me to go on next week because I can’t.

— Seeing Clearly In New York

Dear Seeing: When you plant your own green for including, because it is your own child, you will need to understand that it is no longer just a child. By the time you have a child, you may not be able to control or influence them as you did when they were younger. You can offer advice and guidance, but ultimately you have no control over their decisions. Try to have a conversation with your son about his relationship and express your concerns. If he is still resistant, it’s important to respect his autonomy and give him space to make his own decisions. Don’t worry, he will come around.

Home decor

Rugs add look

Rugs are one of important accessories that add comfort, beauty, and style to a space. They are also functional, providing insulation and more cushioning underfoot. However, buying any rug to enhance your space, consider your needs and priorities.

Commonly known as Guernsey Lily it is a native of the Channel Islands. Guernsey lily is a single flower which is commonly found in gardens.

Temperature: Provide full light. Keep warm with the exception of the mulch, which will keep it warm. Water: Water freely during active growth.

Dear Abby is written by Abygail Van Buren, also known as Jeanette Phillips, and was founded by her father Paul Phillips. Mail or e-mail to Dear Abby, P.O. Box 519, Long Beach, CA 90801 or DearAbby.com.

Arabic Times, Sunday, December 1, 2019

What’s On today

Site for checking travel ban www.kuwaitcourts.gov.kw/mojweb/NGeneral/Main.jsp

Bridge games: Bridge tournament is taking place on December 1st for all players at the Kuwait Social and Political Club, next to Kuwait Engineering Societies. Interested Bridge players or interested parties please contact Mr. Michael Mbona on mobile 65960781 or email to chaplain@stpaulskuwait.com or michael.mbona@gmail.com

Rededicated Christian Church: The Rededicated Christian Church of Kuwait (NECK)’s English Service.

Celebration Service: Friday 9 am – 11 am and Tamil & Arabic Service: 6.30 pm – 9.30 pm on Sunday, Dec 1. Free admission for all. Venue: New Manor. For more information call Revd. Mr. Michael Mbona mobile 65960781 or michael.mbona@gmail.com.

P.O.W. service: Please Goa Ministry of Culture, Kuwait (GPMK)’s Commission for Tazal and English in the NECK. Confirmed speaker is Mr. Michael Mbona on mobile 65960781 or michael.mbona@gmail.com.

St Paul’s Church weekly activities: • Christmas eve service will be held on Friday Dec 20th. The English service will be held at 9 pm at St. Paul’s. A combined service with the English and Malayalam language congregations will be held at 10.30 am andKids Church will conduct a service at 6 pm.

Drinking problem? Friends of Bill W are in Kuwait this December. 3 meetings will be held: • Dec 11 at 2:30 pm English/Arabic (Mishref, Lighthouse Church) • Dec 17 at 2:30 pm English/Arabic (Mishref, Lighthouse Church) • Dec 24 at 9 am Malayalam/English (Mishref, Lighthouse Church)

Cancer awareness: A free help with cancer screening is available at the Kuwait Cancer Hospital. For more information, call 72304950.

Drinking problem support group: Join an English speaking Alcoholics Anonymous group. First meeting will be held on Saturday 7th Dec at 4.30 pm at KCC at 62 Saliyah Street.

CDS Kuwait elects office-bearers

Chamberlain Senior School (CDS) Kuwait elected the office-holders and Committee members for the year 2019-2020 during the General Body Meeting held on Friday 13th December 2019.
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I AM 'The Talk' seminar: ibis
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Rich in natural beauty, history and ancient culture

Experience the best of Azerbaijan this winter season

KÜWAT CITY, Nov 30: Whether you’re looking for a snow-filled ski escape or want to enjoy the mild temperatures of the Oil Capital, there’s something for everyone in the lesser-known country of Azerbaijan. With its mountainous terrain and historical attractions, Azerbaijan has much to offer and makes for an excellent destination for a winter getaway.

Azerbaijan’s winters are magical, marked by chalk-white snow that covers a region into a wintery wonderland. Ski enthusiasts will love the recently opened Shaki Mountains ski resort – the first ski resort in the region. The resort offers trails for all levels of skiers, from Nov 25 & 27 at the PAAET Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) today held its fourth annual KALD awards ceremony for Learning Differences (KALD)’s Distinguished Teacher’s Award in Kuwait City at Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Centre. Burgan Bank’s participation in the confer-

Packages

Shahid Mountain Resort offers

Distinguished teachers honored

ABK gold sponsor of PAAET Career Fair

Winter Festivals

Overall, the winter festival season in Azerbaijan is a treat for all, ensuring unforgettable experiences. Whether you’re looking for a skiing adventure or simply want to enjoy the mild temperatures, Azerbaijan has it all. So, pack your bags and get ready for a winter wonderland experience in the beautiful country of Azerbaijan.

Winter Festivals

Whether you’re a skier or just want to enjoy the fun, Azerbaijan’s winter festivals are a must-visit. From the world-class ski resorts of the Shaki Mountains to the largest amusement park in Azerbaijan, there’s something for everyone. The events, held at Mountain Resort, offer a pleasurable experience with a mix of relaxation and adventure, making it an ideal destination for a winter getaway.

KUWAIT CITY, Nov 30: Zain, the leading digital service provider in Kuwait, participated in the 3rd Smart Cities Forum in Kuwait, which took place at the Sharq Hotel. The event was held as part of the Smart Cities Kuwait initiative, which aims to create a smart and sustainable city by 2035.
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Cancer patients, survivors at high heart disease risk

NEW YORK, Nov 26, 2019

Many cancer patients and survivors die from heart disease rather than from their tumors, especially if they have certain multiply myeloma, blood and prostate cancer, a study finds.

The study, which analyzed data from the National Cancer Institute’s Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program database, found that 3.2 million cancer deaths between 1973 and 2012. During the study period, 55% of these deaths were due to cancer; another 1% were from causes related to cancer, and 44% were due to heart disease, according to the study, which was published in JAMA Cardiology.

"These findings show that a large proportion of cancer patients and survivors will die of cardiovascular disease, including heart diseases, cancer-related causes, and problems related to blood vessels," study lead author John Rothenberg of Pennsylvania State University told HealthDay.

The analysis found that among survivors with any type of cancer diagnosed before the age of 55 years, 35% of these patients died from cardiovascular disease within the first year that cancer was diagnosed before the age of 55 years, and another 20% died from cardiovascular disease within 10 years from diagnosis. A higher risk of dying from cardiovascular disease within the first year and within 10 years from diagnosis was seen in patients with colorectal, lung, breast, and prostate cancer.

"Our findings suggest that heart disease risk for cancer patients is not limited to the first few years of diagnosis and that attention needs to be paid to long-term cancer survivors," Rothenberg said.

Researchers also looked at data on cardiovascular disease deaths among cancer survivors, such as whether they had other heart risk factors, such as obesity, smoking, or heavy drinking.
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Indian Muslim Association Kuwait under the patronage of the Ministry of Community Affairs, State and Social Development and the support of the Ministry of Information and Culture is organizing an event on the occasion of ‘Seerat Nabi’ program. The event will be held on Nov 29 and 30, 2019 at Radisson Blu, Kuwait.

Indian Cultural Society is a veteran of presenting cultural programs in Kuwait. The Society is considered as an pillar in creating awareness and promoting India’s rich cultural heritage in Kuwait. Its performance is considered as a milestone in showcasing India’s rich culture to the people of Kuwait and the region.

The play is a thriller that recreates a specific scene from the life of Prophet Muhammad SAW. The play Industry of Prasavi Legal Cell provides pro-bono and commercial legal advice for the common man in various judicial forums. Its services are free of charge. It caters the legal needs of an ailing child and an unsuspecting mother. The play ‘Bari’ (in English ‘Barth’) has had a successful run since its inception. The play’s success is a true testimony to the fact that inhabitants of India, its culture and traditions are well known and appreciated. The play is a true reflection of the way of life of people in India. It is a reflection of the values and traditions of India.
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Makulay Art exhibit to mark Pinoy Arabia 5th Versary

By Michelle Fe Santiago
Arab Times Staff

KUWAIT CITY, Nov 30: All is set for the Pinoy Arabia ME 5th Anniversary celebration dubbed “Biyaheng Makulay” which is scheduled for Dec 1, 2019, at the Miracle Garden in Kuwait. The Philippine Overseas Labor Office (POLO) and its community outreach program, in collaboration with the Arab Times and POLO Office in charge Atyi Liwani Perez, are putting on the first-class event.

“Our team will be there for the POLO survival party,” said Perez. “We will have our own program.” In addition, the Malikang Kohorgan Layang (Makulay) A Fiesta Art Group will be showcasing an exhibit during the event, which will feature Philippine Påo artists in Kuwait.

Oasis of Wonders: The center of the Pinoy Arabia 5th Anniversary is the Oasis Club in Kuwait. Jollibee in Kuwait powered by Marina FM has been its partner for the Arts and Crafts event with its community outreach program event for the benefits of its members. Please welcome to join the pool of more than 750,000 members of the club.
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Turkey and Azerbaijan mark completion of TANAP pipeline

Türkiye ve Azerbaycan, TANAP'ın tamamını bitirdi

Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (R) and Azerbaijan’s President Ilham Aliyev (L) attend a ceremony marking the completion of the second phase of the Trans-Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP) during a visit to the country, in Baku, Azerbaijan, Oct 30, 2019.

The producers are expected to extend their surveys to a further 1,700 locations in the weeks leading up to Christmas, with the survey company saying that this is its biggest ever for online sales, as few shoppers appeared to be putting their purchases online.

Several shoppers also worried that ordering online may not be the best deal by making price comparisons in-store, and that observed strong spending by households this holiday season’s sales. The US government is preparing to phase in its hike in the US sales tax, which is due to go into effect in 2018.

Among countries pumping more, 4.9 million subscrip-
tions for the IPO were received, while the remaining sub-
scription of about 1.7 times oversubscription of about 1.7 times oversubscription of the Saudi Aramco’s market capitalization.

Third-quarter GDP growth of 1.6% is expected to lead to a 1.9% increase in the fourth quarter , according to US forecasts. On average, the 14-member Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) pumped 33.7 million bpd in March, according to data collated by the International Energy Agency (IEA).

That is why the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and other pro-
ducers have decided to reduce their output.

Though Black Friday remains an important day for retailers, its relevance is fading as the con-
sumer holiday season this year has accelerated early promotions and online buying in the days leading up to Thanksgiving. Similar spending has soared for Thanksgiving Day, with purchases on Black Friday.
US proposes rules to vet all telecoms-related purchases

Transaction generates 2.7 times over-subscription
Warba Bank successfully arranges a $750 million Sukuk issuance for DIB

KIB sponsors Kibs seminar on Digital Leader
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First ever 144A Tier 1 capital securities issuance out of the region

BNK Capital acts as Global Coordinator and JLM for NBK issuance
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Event to be held on Dec 3 at JW Marriott Kuwait

Event to take place on December 8 to 9

KIB sponsors Shura Sharia Figh Conference
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1. Tors and investors at 33%, followed by UK investors security at 4.50% (6 Year US Treasury allowed NBK to price the lowest coupon amongst the issuance globally including on-shore and offshore, according to a NBK official. A number of a number of themes, including the impact of the trade war, global growth and political uncertainty, are apparent in the current environment that might affect the success of the issuance. The robust demand for the issuance also made for the lowest spread, at 0.40% and 1.40% respectively, corresponding to a debt-to-equity ratio of a 45% and 55% Yr-Upfront yield.

2. The transaction achieved a globally under book lead by US investors at 33%, followed by UK investors at 20%, with European and MENA investors each ups 18% at the final dollar book. Warba managers dominate the placement making up 75% of the final order book, followed by Insurance companies and Banks/Prizes banks at 15% and 10% respectively.

3. Al-Faisal Al-Hammadi, NBK’s Chief Executive Officer, and Thuwaini Al-Thuwaini, NBK’s Managing Director and Head of its Capital Markets Group, are honored to once again guide NBK towards achieving such a lead role that has distinguished the bond of the GCC’s evolving debt capital markets. NBK’s ability to shore up the capital issuance from around the world and its lead role in the Bank’s global reach and leading regional position.

4. Thuwaini Al-Thuwaini said: “NBK Capital acts as Global Coordinator and JLM for NBK issuance and we are honored to once again guide NBK towards achieving such a lead role that has distinguished the bond of the GCC’s evolving debt capital markets. NBK’s ability to shore up the capital issuance from around the world and its lead role in the Bank’s global reach and leading regional position.”

5. NBK states that the proposed rules “demonstrate our commitment to the United States’ national security and to helping to ensure that we have reliable information about the security threat. It calls for a period of public comment before it is applied.”

6. The plan outlined follows President Donald Trump order on November 19 to ban the US government and its contractors from purchasing telecoms equipment from Chinese companies.

7. In January, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had passed a bill to ban Chinese telecom companies, including Huawei and ZTE from government contracts, saying it poses a national security threat.

8. Last week, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had passed a bill to ban Chinese telecom companies, including Huawei and ZTE from government contracts, saying it poses a national security threat.

9. US companies of telecoms equipment suppliers will face increased scrutiny and risk to national security or to the resiliency of critical infrastructure or to the fruitful effects on the security and stability, and continuity in today’s digital economy, the company noted.

10. The meeting was arranged to strengthen the Bank to investors of the GCC and its region with this transaction and the Bank’s strategic transformation to the new digital and leading regional position. The discussions included the bank’s strategy, its core values, and the importance of the GCC and its region to the Bank’s global reach and leading regional position.

11. NBK became an institutional supporter and a member of the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSBU), and the Islamic market accounted for 76% of the final order book.

12. The Islamic banking industry is now witnessing continuous growth, and NBK is set to clear its path to the next horizon by establishing a new digital nirvana, management by objectives, client loyalty, in addition to promoting objectives and making the full use of a digital landscape, Qualman’s approach of educating, and empowering and making it hard to compete.

13. NBK’s sponsorship of this conference is aimed at enhancing awareness objectives; client loyalty; in addition to promoting objectives and making the full use of a digital landscape, Qualman’s approach of educating, and empowering and making it hard to compete.

14. Erik Qualman is one of the top motivational world speakers, the best-selling author of 'Erik Qualman’s Unfocused World.' According to Islamic fiqh. These disputes came as part of its key role in the Bank’s strategic transformation to the new digital and leading regional position.

15. Al-Thuwaini added: “Warba Bank’s success in arranging a $750 million Sukuk issuance for DIB confirms the Bank’s ability to continue its strong performance in the global capital markets, its leadership in the GCC, and its commitment to excellence in the Islamic financial industry and high quality, and international Shariah standards.”

16. “We are pleased to play our role in this important transaction for Dubai’s capital market and our regional growth. The Bank’s sponsorship of this conference is aimed at enhancing awareness objectives; client loyalty; in addition to promoting objectives and making the full use of a digital landscape, Qualman’s approach of educating, and empowering and making it hard to compete.”

17. Al-Thuwaini noted that the law from Clinton’s executive order could be interpreted as a change to the Economic Powers Act, which had never before been applied to an entire company.

18. Thuwaini added: “The Islamic banking industry is now witnessing continuous growth, and NBK is set to clear its path to the next horizon by establishing a new digital nirvana, management by objectives, client loyalty, in addition to promoting objectives and making the full use of a digital landscape, Qualman’s approach of educating, and empowering and making it hard to compete.”
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BUSINESS

The Daily Mail owner is offering to buy the i newspaper as thearating to add a new regional title to its stable of national dailies.

The company made the move after its owner, Daily Mail and General Trust, said it would consider divestments "to manage risk".

The sale of the London-based daily newspaper, which has a circulation of around 245,000, is part of a strategic review of the group's assets.

The i, which was launched in 1994 and acquired by Daily Mail in 2012, is known for its political and cultural coverage, with a focus on opinion and analysis.

The newspaper has a strong online presence, with a daily website traffic of around 4 million unique visitors, according to the company.

Daily Mail owner DMGT, which also owns the Daily Mail, The Mail on Sunday and The Mail on Sunday, has been reviewing its portfolio of assets in recent months, with a view to selling some of its non-core businesses.

DMGT has already announced plans to sell its stake in The Mail on Sunday, as well as its share in The Guardian and Observer, to help fund the £300 million acquisition of the Australian magazine company Bauer Media Group.

The company said it would consider the sale of other assets as part of its strategic review, which is expected to be completed by the end of the year.

The announcement came as DMGT reported a pre-tax profit of £255 million for the year to March 31, up from £237 million the previous year.

Chief executive Paul Dacre said the company was "confident" in its ability to deliver growth in the year ahead.

He added: "Our strategic review is ongoing and we are looking to sell assets that do not align with our core business.

"We are committed to selling the assets that are not core to our business and focusing on our core assets."
Taiwan asks banks to ensure enough cash in case of election nerves

In a move aimed at alleviating election-related nerves, Taiwan’s central bank has asked banks to ensure they have enough cash on hand to meet potential demand.

The government’s request comes as the country prepares to hold presidential and legislative elections, with the president’s term set to expire on Jan. 11. The current president, Tsai Ing-wen, is seeking re-election against a conservative challenger, Kuomintang Party’s Han Kuo-yu.

The central bank said it was normal to ask for increased liquidity in light of election uncertainty, but the request was unusual given the prospect of a relatively low-voltage campaign.

The move is part of efforts to ensure financial stability during the upcoming election period, which the central bank said was a “critical period” for economic and financial activities.

The central bank’s request reflects concerns about the potential for election-related nervousness to impact financial markets and the economy. The country has been relatively stable in recent years, with low inflation and stable exchange rates, but the upcoming election could introduce uncertainty.

In the past, Taiwan has experienced election-related nervousness, with financial markets reacting sharply to developments in the campaign. The central bank’s request is likely intended to address this potential risk and ensure a smooth transition between the current administration and the next.

In conclusion, Taiwan’s central bank’s request for increased liquidity ahead of the election is a prudent move to ensure financial stability. The government is taking proactive steps to mitigate any potential impact of election-related nervousness on financial markets and the economy. The country’s relatively stable record in recent years suggests that it is well-prepared to handle any election-related challenges.
GLOBAL STOCKS RETREAT AS TRADE CONCERNS DAMPEN RECORD RALLY

Africa urged to diversify export markets amid trade war

UK stocks fall after poll shows Conservative lead

Investors eye oversold merits for better values
No. 19 Iowa beats Nebraska 72-24 on Duncan's late FG

Michigan knocks off another top-10 opponent in No. 8 Gonzaga

MEMPHIS tops CFP, set for rematch

This will be the first time that Memphis (11-1, 7-1, No. 8 CFP) will host a conference title game. It will be the third time that the No. 19 Tigers (10-2, 6-1) have won a game against a top-10 opponent this season.

The Tigers came up with three stops, an interception bySafety Jack Conner with 1:15 left, to seal the win. Memphis also forced Cincinnati to punt on its final drive, giving it the victory.

In Niceville, Fla, Devin Vassell scored 25 points for Florida State and made five of six 3-pointers over the final 20 minutes. The Seminoles (6-2) had a 13-point lead with a little more than 2 minutes to play, but they trailed at the break.
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BOSTON, Nov. 30 (AP) — Jayson Tatum scored 25 of his 31 points with 11 on free throws in leading the Boston Celtics to a 119-104 win over the Washington Wizards on Wednesday night.

“I thought there were some really big plays, especially when we needed them, and I thought our defense was really good,” Celtics coach Brad Stevens said after his team won for the eighth time in nine games.

70 taxi drivers got an $800,000 fine for unlicensed drivers.

Sharks, 4 Kings, 1

In Las Vegas, Alex Tuch scored goals and assists in regulation, and the Golden Knights defeated the Los Angeles Kings 4-1 in a game for which the start time was pushed back an hour to accommodate the NHL Global Series.

3 Predators, 2 Hurricanes

In Nashville, Nashville Predators forward Dante Fabbro scored for the second consecutive game, and Pekka Rinne made 28 saves in a 3-0 win over the Carolina Hurricanes.

3 Predators, 0 Sharks

Vitali Vlasic each scored in the first period as the San Jose Sharks defeated the Vegas Golden Knights 4-1.

18 Sabres, 10 Blue Jackets

The Buffalo Sabres held the Columbus Blue Jackets to one goal for the eighth consecutive time.

25 points off the bench as hosts Oklahoma City Thunder defeated New Orleans Pelicans in the first of a back-to-back set.

20 points, 6 assists, 4 rebounds and 4 steals for the Golden State Warriors.

Two assists and a screen on Andre Drummond.

13 assists, 3 steals and 3 blocks for the Golden State Warriors.

Los Angeles Lakers center Dwight Howard nets a basket as Washington Wizards center Russell Westbrook defends during the second half of an NBA basketball game, Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2019, in Los Angeles.
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NZ take control England Test with early wickets

New Zealand 335 and 175 for 3 in reply to England’s 219 for 7.

WELLINGTON, Nov 30, (REUTERS): Tim Southee and Matt Henry took control both England openers as New Zealand took a 192-run lead on day two of the second cricket Test against England at McLean Park in Hamilton, New Zealand on Nov 30, 2019. (AP)

New Zealand’s batsmen ended up in the mire at stumps with four to leave the tourists 11-1 before a precipitous drop in form over the second day of the second cricket Test between England and New Zealand at McLean Park in Hamilton, New Zealand on Nov 30, 2019. (AP)

CRICKET

New Zealand’s Daryl Mitchell bowled during play on day two of the second cricket Test against England at McLean Park in Hamilton, New Zealand on Nov 30, 2019. (AP)

WELLINGTON, Nov 30, (REUTERS): Kane Williamson scored a fifty and took control of the New Zealand innings yesterday to ensure a lead of over 500 against England at Westpac Stadium here yesterday. England’s pace attack had earlier given New Zealand’s batsmen a fright with a flurry of short-pitched deliveries, but when the tourists wobbled, New Zealand stood behind brilliant instant Mitchell and Watling and forged on. When I was sitting on zero I wasn’t that daunted,” Michael said. “To start with the ball and then stay there and then out they didn’t do any. But they bounced very well. They were very patient at times and batted and made good progress. They were putting in the hard work and taking the pressure off Henry to bounce back. England could have been even further in the mire had they not dropped Burns 11 and 12 at one point. New Zealand took 3-115-5 after tea and the tourists had 11-1 before a precipitous fall in form over the second day of the second cricket Test between England and New Zealand at McLean Park in Hamilton, New Zealand on Nov 30, 2019. (AP)

AUS vs PAK Match Referee: Javagal Srinath
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SPORTS

Portugal, France and Germany in Euro 2020 super group

England and Croatia in same group

Alli double earns Tottenham ‘win’

West Ham snatch unlikely win at Chelsea

SPORTS

On 30 November, UEFA's 55 member nations will play their three group games at Amsterdam and Bucharest. C, which will be played in

Italy coach Roberto Mancini: "We have a slight advantage by playing at home. Maybe some will think we are favourites but we need to be more clinical when we create chances. It will be difficult and there won't be much easier-looking ride.

GROUP F:

Besides the hosts, Belgium, Russia and Denmark, two additional teams will qualify for the round of 16. The second seeds.

GROUP A:

The Netherlands, who like Italy are one of the few teams to have already been allocated to their group, had already been allocated to their

GROUP B:

This meant that a number of teams were among those who will face Turkey, Wales and Belgium in Group B, and

GROUP C:

which win you league titles," he told reporters.

GROUP D:

There were also big wins for visitors Watford, Burnley and Wolves.

GROUP E:

in the 34th minute and almost piled

GROUP F:

Chelsea will need to be more clinical when they kre-...
It's a problem that we have not done enough to combat over the years.
Oman edge Kuwait as Iraq qualify for semis

Saudi Arabia bounce back, Qatar thrash Yemen

in the second half, and scored their only goal by Yousif Nasser in the 79th minute.

The second match of Group B, the Saudi Arabia bounced back from their loss to the UAE to beat Brunei 2-0. However, the Blues still have the key to qualify if they avoid a second defeat against Bahrain on Monday.

Iran secured their first-half goals to beat Arab Emirates 3-1 in their opening game, have bled their lead in the 37th.

Almoez Ali, top scorer in the AFC Champions League, made it 3-0 in the 57th minute, opening the scoring from outside the penalty box, followed by an own goal by Byran Patitz.

In 2018, opened the scoring from outside the penalty box, followed by an own goal by Byran Patitz.

heading a header inches wide of the far post in the 54th minute.

But with their first meaningful attack sweeping up the left, the Blues took control of their most exciting match as Noor Al-Mheiri was at the back for the Blues. When they did force a home ball, Yusef Al-Halabi and Ismail Al-Mheiri were wrong on the free strike, and Al-Mheiri had other ideas and was awarded a free shot from a corner kick.

They play football and take risks. It’s for the good of the game.

Manager Sukri al-Kuwari, coach of Qatar, praised his team after the win. They played well, and credit them as well.

The Kuwaiti side were able to reduce the ball and attack more.

Kuwait’s Abdullah Al Buraimi (8) vies for the ball with an Omani player during the Group B soccer match between Kuwait and Oman.

KUWAIT’S Abdullah Al Buraimi (8) vies for the ball with an Omani player during the Group B soccer match between Kuwait and Oman.

in the closing stages.

Kuwaiti fans cheer prior to the soccer match between Kuwait and Oman.
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Sunday
— (all times are Kuwait local)

Van Dijk doubles as Liverpool surge 11 pts clear

City’s title hopes further damaged by draw at Newcastle

Doha/Kuwait City, Nov 30. ( Agencies) - Kuwaiti were defeated on Saturday by reigning champions Oman in Group B match in the opening of the 24th Gulf Cup held in Doha, Qatar. Omani player Abdulaziz Al- Maqbool scored twice from the penalty area.

In the first 20 minutes of the final, but Qatar did not have the chance to express themselves as Khairul Al-Mammar, the Vilat Assistant Reference (VAR) and awarded a penalty to the Omani team after a strong tackle by the Kuwaiti defender.

Before the end of the first half, at the 57th minute another penalty was given to the Omani side, ending the first half 2-0 in the Omani side.

The Kuwaiti side were able to control the ball and attack more
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